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The U.S.A. 7Is No Longer “Our” Country
The America we the people of Dixie live in today is not the country that our founding fathers created!
Although it is painful for many Americans to admit—we no longer live in a free republic, a nation in which
the federal government is limited by a written constitution and we the people enjoy local self-government.
America is no longer a nation in which we the people control the government. It is now a place where the
government dictates to the people. The people no longer rule; today’s federal empire is controlled by ruling
elites of both national political parties; crony capitalists; a leftist propaganda establishment composed of the
media and academia; and parasitic voting blocs. These bloc voters line up at the voting polls to cast their
votes for the most socialist/progressive/liberal candidate who promises to “redistribute” our income.
Diluting Our Influence at the Polls—Actively Stealing Our Country
The ruling elite have brought in huge numbers of foreigners in order to overcome working class American’s
objections at the voting booth. For example there are now over 100,000 new foreign voters in Tennessee!
[See article on page 6] This is happening all over the country—slowly but surely the socialist are re-making
America in order to assure that we will never be able to resist their rule. And make no mistake about it—
regardless of what they call themselves they are at heart socialists and keeping the ruling elite in power is
the only thing that matters to them! We have become slaves to the Federal Empire.
Replacing One Set of Elites with Another Is Not a Solution
Unfortunately most Southerners think that the way to solve this problem is to elect new leaders in
Washington and at the state level. Yet, both national political parties are engaged in the massive cultural
distortion of America. One party is doing it to gain more voters and the other is doing it to gain cheap labor!
It is absolutely foolish to expect those who are actively causing the problem to change course and begin to
solve the problem! Unfortunately, too many of our folks still get all excited about “electing” a “good”
conservative—as if our votes have ever made any real difference—at least since Appomattox.
Local Self-Government by Regaining Real States Rights is Only Solution
The Freedom in 2020 project is the only way to reclaim our lost inheritance of constitutional federalism.
See: Let’s Take Our Country Back; http://www.kennedytwins.com/newsletter_apr15.pdf
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THE THEOLOGY OF RESISTANCE
by
Al Benson, editor ‘Copperhead Chronicles’
and co-author Lincoln’s Marxist
Watching the debacle over the Confederate flag
and monuments, I was surprised at how many
Southerners were ready to surrender to the
leftists radicals. I wondered what their ancestors
back in 1860 would think of modern
Southerners.
It seems that nowadays too many people
have lost the willingness to resist what is wrong
and are mostly ambivalent about defending what
is right. What has caused this dramatic shift in
moral values? Is this shift due to government
education, progressive wimpy churches, or
what?
In Rules for Reformers, Doug Wilson
critiques leftist Saul Alinsky’s modus operandi
and noted that for leftists, “the issue is never the
issue. Keep your eye on the ball. What is the
stated purpose of the law and what is the real
purpose of the law.” As an example Wilson
noted that in regard to gun control: “The stated
purpose of such laws is to keep…weapons out of
the hands of criminals. The real purpose of the
law is to grow the power of the idol-state, and to
shrink the power of those capable of resisting
it.”
The same principle holds true with the
banning of Confederate flags and symbols. The
people promoting banning are busy telling us
that they must ban Confederate flags and
symbols to promote ethnic healing, unity, and
harmony among the races—which of course is
all bovine fertilizer. Radical leftist understand
this but hope average Americans don’t figure
that out. As Wilson noted, their stated purpose
is not their true purpose. Their true purpose is
the total (and I do mean total) destruction of our
Southern and Christian culture. They will not
tell you this for fear of inciting real resistance to

their nefarious plan of Southern and ultimately,
Christian, cultural genocide.
So, as Christian Southerners, what we
need to begin to do is to develop a theology of
resistance to what cultural bigots are trying to do
to us. Resist their efforts to remove or ban our
flags and symbols. Attend your town council
meetings in large numbers and let the local elected
officials know that you will not allow our heritage
to become the next victim of an ISIS like
campaign of cultural genocide. If your local
governments have already sold out to the leftist
worldview, make plans to fly your flags in
prominent places where they cannot touch them
and if you have to relocate some of our
monuments to a safe and public place, do so.
None of this will be easy but much of it can be
done if we learn to develop a theology of
resistance to the evil the leftists and their
Establishment friends wish to inflict upon us.

Lincoln’s Marxists
By
Walter Donald Kennedy
&
Al Benson
E-mail us for Free Subscription to our Newsletter
Ron Kennedy: jrk1861@gmail.com or
Donald Kennedy: wdkennedy@reagan.com
Include your home city & state.
Help spread the word! If you like what we are
doing and would like to help it is as easy as
forwarding this e-newsletter to your pro-Southern
friends.
You may also print articles from this newsletter in
your camp newsletter. We only ask that you give
credit such as >From (date) issue of Kennedy
Twins newsletter www.kennedytwins.com<
Be a part of the 2020 vote for Freedom!
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In the next few months Southerners will
hear a lot from Republican politicians about
liberty, freedom, cutting taxes and the glory
of small government. They will also
proclaim their opposition to socialism and
big government. Yet, as demonstrated in
Lincoln’s Marxist, radical socialists,
Marxists, and communists flocked to the
Republican Party in its founding era. These
agents of big government not only assisted
in organizing the Republican Party but also
assisted in Lincoln’s election and his war
upon State’s Rights. With the success of
Lincoln’s War, State’s Rights was destroyed
and big government not only made possible,
it was made inevitable. The G.O.P. may be
“less” socialist than the Democrats but don’t
expect them to turn against their roots!

KennedyTwins Post YouTube Videos
As part of our effort to reach out to Southerners who
are not a part of the Southern Heritage movement the
Kennedy Twins have begun posting short videos on
YouTube rebutting the slander spewing forth from
the liberal establishment. We have six videos that are
being posted and six more ready to record.
Titles include: “Civil War” Did Not End Slavery;
Designer of CSA Battle Flag and Civil Rights; Mass.
First Slave State; & VA First Colony to Prohibit
Slave Trade. Making and Posting videos is not
enough—to reach the mass of Southerners we need to
find a way to direct them to our videos. Otherwise we
are merely “Preaching to the Choir.”
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCoUcWrvo2EDpoZaq2kCVkQ

Louisiana UDC meeting Baton Rouge, Louisiana
9/11/2015. From left to right: A.J. Taylor La. UDC
President, Ron Kennedy (lunch speaker), Pam Trammell,
UDC President General, & Donnie Kennedy.

Over 57 vehicles I-20 Louisiana Sept. 2015
We are not alone—Dixie Rising!
Project Southern Freedom in 2020
The Presidential election in 2016 is not nearly as
important as the election of 2020. Southerners will
get a chance to vote on reclaiming real states rights.
Learn more in the April Newsletter p. 2-3:
http://www.kennedytwins.com/newsletter_apr15.pdf

Southerners in S.C. flagging Gov. Haley
9/18/2015. We are not alone—the South shall rise
again and restore liberty in America!
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The Real Purveyors of Hate and Bigotry
I [Ron] was recently the luncheon speaker at the
annual meeting of the Louisiana United Daughters
of the Confederacy (UDC). This organization has
been doing civic service for over a century. Its
original purpose was to aid disabled Louisiana
Confederate veterans. These men served this state
at the request of the legislature and people. The
Federal government excluded Southerners from
veterans’ benefits; these disabled veterans relied
upon organizations like the UDC for support. As
the old “gray beards” passed from this world the
UDC began raising funds to establish monuments to
the valor of Louisiana’s soldiers.
Membership is open to females with
Confederate ancestors. UDC membership includes
a number of African Americans. Yet, for some
reason the politically correct storm troopers in the
media, academia, and the political ruling class
brands anyone who honors their Confederate
kinsmen as worthy of derision, slander, and public
intimidation thereby chilling free speech and
assembly rights.
Prior to their meeting ladies in leadership
roles of the UDC received death threats and efforts
were made by “civil rights” activists to prevent the
meeting. Threats of protests demonstrations and
other hate filled threats were made against these
ladies. These “activists” never allow for a civil
discussion or explanation but instead rely upon
emotion to rally their base and generate threats to
intimidate their opponents. Accusation that those
who revere their Confederate heritage are racists
abounds in their emotional and illogical rhetoric.
The real purveyors of hate and bigotry are
the ones hiding behind these very accusations. The
desire to conduct a campaign of cultural genocide;
to silence by threats and intimidations; and to
stereotype people as racists because of the color of
their flag belongs to the politically correct activists
in media, academia, and political ruling class.

Radio Free Dixie—Reaching Our People
The Kennedy Twins are encouraging
SCV camps to reach out to the public
and help our people re-gain their pride
in their Southern Heritage. One way to
do this is to purchase one minute spot
ads on local radio stations encouraging
folks to go to YouTube and view our
videos telling the truth about the War.

Lincoln Fundamentally Changed
America—Obama Completing
Lincoln’s Work

The total destruction of Southern Society

U.S.A. Has First Openly Gay
Secretary of the Army
The progressive leftward shift in the U.S.A. took
another giant step to the left this month when Obama
appointed the first openly gay person as America’s
Secretary of the Army. While this is big news for
America it is really not that new! After all, surely
the military leaders of Sodom and Gomorrah were
found of such individuals.
This grand news for secular humanists and
progressives in general came in the same month that
we learned that the U.S. Army officials were
punishing soldiers who saved an Afghan child who

was being raped by one of our Afghan “allies.”
The U.S.’s official position is that we should not
interfere because that is “their” culture! And, as
we have been instructed by our masters; “all
cultures are equally valuable and we must not
discriminate.” Remember Freedom in 2020!
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Uncle Seth Now Available
Uncle Seth is a good old Rebel; an un-reconstructed
Southerner; a Confederate veteran who refused to take
the loyalty oath! He used true stories about the War to
correct the slander in textbooks used to teach
(brainwash) his grandchildren.
Hardback, 423 pages, and numerous illustrations.
Available online or at local bookstores. Autographed
copies available $36.00 ea. from: Ole South Books, 275
Dan Acree Road, Downsville, La. 71234; mailed via
Priority Mail.

The time has come for us to take our
country back! Real States Rights is the
only solution. Project Southern Freedom
by 2020! A chance to vote for Freedom!

How do we create a society that honors
traditional Christian values? The only way is
to reclaim the right of local self-government!
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Obama Fundamentally Changing
America
The war to exterminate we the people of
Dixie did not end at Appomattox. It has
continued for the past 150 years and today it
appears that the secular humanist
progressives will at last accomplish their
goal!
Their weapon of choice is
immigration—flood “conservative” areas with
foreign people whose cultural values are
radically different from traditional Southern
Christian values. Already Virginia is
becoming a liberal “blue” state due to
massive immigration. But some would say
we are over reacting—let’s take a look at the
facts.
A recent report noted that Tennessee has
more than 114,000 immigrants. Efforts are
being made to turn them into active voters.
http://www.tennessean.com/story/news/201
5/09/19/voting-drives-immigrantscitizenship/72358210/. As immigrants come
into America one of the first thing over half
of them do is to sign-up for welfare (51%)
http://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/
2015/09/01/immigrant-welfare-usereport/71517072/. And who do you think will
pay for all these “free” services? Taxpaying
Americans—the very people whose country
is being destroyed by the massive influx of
alien cultures.
According to the U.S. Secretary of State the
U.S. will accept 100,000 “refugees annually
and will seek to increase that number. (See
breitbart.com 9/20/2015) But we are a
nation of immigrants our progressive
opponents will claim. But our ancestors
came here looking for opportunity to achieve
not to fundamentally change America and
impose immoral/antagonistic cultural values

upon the country. And most were from
similar cultures or, as in the case of
African Americans, had been in close
contact with Western values for many
generations. The harsh truth is that not all
cultures are equal. Values that a foreign
culture would count as “normal” we would
be greatly offended by, but our masters in
Washington D.C. plan to force us to
accept these alien cultures. Muslim
extremists are not the only danger facing
our country. The child rape culture that is
so prevalent in many countries in Latin
and South America is now coming to
America. For instance CNN reported that
in 2011 318 girls ten years old gave birth
in Mexico! By contrast in all of the U.S.,
Western Europe, New Zealand, Canada,
and Australia combined in the same time
period there were only 8 such births and 7
of those were from children of immigrants!
http://www.anncoulter.com/columns/2015-07-22.html

Ann Coulter noted that in North Carolina
“immigrants commit hundreds of sex crimes
against children in that state every month -350 in the month of April 2014, 299 in May,
and more than 400 sex crimes against
children in August and September.”
http://www.anncoulter.com/columns/2015-07-22.html

We have a simple choice—do the same
thing we have always done and slowly die
or raise up and engage the secular
humanist ruling elite in political guerrilla
warfare by learning about and supporting
the Project Southern Freedom in 2020.
http://www.kennedytwins.com/newsletter_apr15.pdf

Upcoming Kennedy Events
 Mobile, AL SCV---Sept 28 (RK)
 New Orleans, SCV---Oct.(TBD) (RK)
 Andersonville, SC---Oct. 31 (RK & DK)
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The Empire Strikes Back
From Brandon, Mississippi, to Rowan
County, Kentucky, Americans in general and
Southerners in particular are learning the
lesson that the Empire will enforce its
morality upon “we the people” of the once
sovereign states. In Kentucky the politically
correct goon-squad determined to use the
force of the Federal Empire to thrash those
refusing to embrace the Empire’s new sexual
morality code. In Brandon, Mississippi,
Federal Judge Reeves issued an order
enjoining Brandon High School from
including religious material and events in
school-sponsored activities. As a result the
school band had to cease performing the
hymn ‘How Great Thou Art’ in school related
events.
While the unknowing may not see
these two aggressive acts against the most
basic moral and cultural values of the people
of Kentucky and Mississippi as having any
connection to the defeat of the Confederacy, I
beg to disagree.
As South Carolina
theologian, James Henley Thornwell noted in
1862: “The parties in this conflict are not
merely Abolitionists and Slaveholders; they
are Atheists, Socialists, Communists, Red
Republicans, Jacobins on the one side and
friends of ordered and regulated freedom on
the other. In other words, the world is the
battleground, Christianity and Atheism the
combatants, and the progress of humanity at
stake.” Thornwell and his fellow Southerners
understood what the attack on the South was
all about. The attack upon the Confederate
States of American was an attack upon
limited government, i.e., REAL States’
Rights, but also it was an attack upon the
moral foundation that remained in the North
and was foundational to Southern culture.
A 2014 Gallup survey of the most
religious and the least religious states in the
United States demonstrates just how different
the defeated and occupied Confederate States
of America, aka, The South, and the Federal
Empire remains to this day. The Gallup
survey ranked states from the most religious
to the least religious and discovered that the

South was the most religious section and
New England was the least religious section
in the United States. The top 12 most
religious states were, with the exception of
Utah, all Southern States—Mississippi was
number 1 and Kentucky was number 11. The
least religious states (bottom 12) were
Northern States.
Five of the six New
England States were in the bottom 12;
Vermont was number 50, Rhode Island slid
in at number 37. These facts would not come
as a surprise to Thornwell or any Confederate
leader during or after the War for Southern
Independence. The sad reality is that most
Southerners do not understand the vast moral
and political gulf that separates the South
from the North. Worse yet, they do not
understand that they are a captive people
being manipulated by their conquerors—thus
gay marriage is the “law of the land” and
‘How Great Thou Art’ is just as conquered as
the South.
The reality of these two distinct nations was
driven home to me during a recent trip to the
State of Washington. While traversing the
state from east to west, I counted the number
of churches I could see from the highway;
during the complete trip I counted 13
churches. The next week while traveling the
24 miles from my home to my church, I
passed the same number of churches (13) as
was passed traveling across the entire State of
Washington. Yes, we are two different
nations; a victorious Federal Empire ruling a
conquered Confederate States of America.
Our Silence Gives Our Consent to Evil
What would you think of a man who walks past a
woman being raped by a vicious thug and does
nothing; his excuse being that he just did not want
to get involved. Not much of a man but change
the scenario to one in which a formerly free
people are being enslaved to a cruel empire; their
country being invaded by people of an alien
culture; its morality being derided daily; and
former perversion enforced as normal and normal
being criminalized. What should we think of
people who refused to get involved? 2020!

